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Summary

Creator:  Cline, Henry, 1750-1827

Title:  Henry Cline manuscript material

Date:  1803

Size:  1 item

Abstract:  Henry Cline, English surgeon. To Prince Hoare, playwright and artist : 1 autograph letter
signed (inverse imprint) : 30 Nov 1803 : (G'ANA 0040) : from Lincoln's Inn Fields : very faint ink transfer
from the original manuscript (now lost); some parts illegible; body of letter reads in full, "I did not return
home in t[ime] to answer your letter by yesterday [ ] post. If Mrs. Hoare continues musc[ ] indisposed. I
think she had better c[ome] to Town, provided she thinks hers[elf] perfectly equal to the journey, fo[ ] a
patient is generally conscious of the degree of exertion that can be m[ ] without much fatigue. However I
hope this may be [ ] necessary as the symptoms may ar[ ] in consequence of taking the medic[ ] which I
prescribed on Monday." On the verso of a letter to Hoare from William Godwin (G 0181). Filed under
"Godwin.".

Preferred citation:  Henry Cline manuscript material : 1 item, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley
and His Circle, The New York Public Library

Creator History

Henry Cline, English surgeon.

Scope and Content Note

To Prince Hoare, playwright and artist : 1 autograph letter signed (inverse imprint) : 30 Nov 1803 :
(G'ANA 0040) : from Lincoln's Inn Fields : very faint ink transfer from the original manuscript (now lost);
some parts illegible; body of letter reads in full, "I did not return home in t[ime] to answer your letter by
yesterday [ ] post. If Mrs. Hoare continues musc[ ] indisposed. I think she had better c[ome] to Town,
provided she thinks hers[elf] perfectly equal to the journey, fo[ ] a patient is generally conscious of the
degree of exertion that can be m[ ] without much fatigue. However I hope this may be [ ] necessary as
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the symptoms may ar[ ] in consequence of taking the medic[ ] which I prescribed on Monday." On the
verso of a letter to Hoare from William Godwin (G 0181). Filed under "Godwin.".
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